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The international health emergency has weakened the rela-
tionship between immigration and globalisation which histori-
cally had global cities as a meeting place. The pandemic has had 
an unprecedented impact on the dynamics of international eco-
nomic migration. In the industrialized States, there has been a 
decline in new arrivals and some resident immigrants have de-
cided to return to their countries of origin. Global cities, never 
so dark, deserted, and silent, have become the iconic represen-
tation of the crises produced by the pandemic.  

The virus has created a tension between its borderless 
spread and the principle of national territorial sovereignty as a 
locus of political responsibility. We are witnessing a technolog-
ical breakthrough that changes the space-time relationship. 
New modes of communication have broken down the tradi-
tional schematic frontiers of physical and political geography. 
The rapid spread of the virus has shown that the international 
order – hitherto based on borders and the political-territorial 
areas defined by them – is now struggling to cope with an un-
stable world with complex, transnational problems. The inter-
national health emergency has marked the beginning of a new 
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glocal era. The infinitely large has a direct relationship with the 
infinitely small, which can challenge the world. 

In this “disorderly” globe, our society no longer has the 
boundaries that made it stable and immobile. The concept of 
space and time is changing in the international geopolitical 
landscape, but also in everyday life, from homes to offices, from 
urban spaces to suburbs. Faced with the network of bits con-
necting everything across physical frontiers, the architecture of 
cities and places of living and working will have to adapt to new 
urban planning and new ways of experiencing space.  

A change of era seems to have taken place. We are proba-
bly entering a new world, but with the old instruments of power 
management. The question of who should be given the task of 
innovating them cannot be avoided. Catherine Wihtol de 
Wenden’s contribution dwells on this aspect. In her analysis of 
the historical relationship between immigration and global cit-
ies, she sees the latter as protagonists even in the new post-pan-
demic normality. In a new world increasingly characterised by 
the weakening of nation-states and traditional intermediate 
bodies (e.g., trade unions), the network of global cities can 
make it possible to experiment with innovative transnational, 
multilevel decision-making processes capable of responding to 
the complex glocal challenges of the post-pandemic era.  

Carlos Moreno believes in the potential of a transnational 
network of global cities, especially regarding sustainability and 
human mobility, and in his contribution, he outlines the char-
acteristics of future urban spaces. The model he proposed in 
the aftermath of COP21 in Paris is the so-called 15-minute city, 
implying a shift from urban planning to urban life planning. 
This means transforming the space of the city into a polycentric 
reality based on four main components (proximity, diversity, 
density, and ubiquity), offering essential urban social functions 
such as living, working, leisure or personal care activities, within 
a short distance, i.e., a few minutes. 

The need to redesign the urban planning of our cities in the 
post-pandemic phase is also shared by Shaikh Mujibur 
Rehman, who in his contribution analyses the disruptive effects 
of the pandemic in the megalopolis of New Delhi. In the Indian 
capital, the spread of the virus has underlined and accelerated 
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pre-existing conflicts, discrimination, as well as social and terri-
torial inequalities between rural and urban areas. For these rea-
sons, in the new post-pandemic normality, the author proposes 
to rethink and invest in city public services, considering local 
issues (neighbourhoods populated by millions of people) and 
global issues that connect New Delhi to large international ur-
ban agglomerations. 

This special issue of “Glocalism” includes a contribution 
by Giuseppe Terranova, who analyses how the pandemic has 
affected the relationship between cities, immigration, and glob-
alisation from a geopolitical perspective. The author empha-
sises the risk that in the new post-pandemic normality, the gap 
may widen in urban spaces between the social segments that 
will benefit from the modernisation processes accelerated by 
the pandemic, and those that will be penalised. 

This complex transition scenario could represent an op-
portunity to relaunch the role of cities in the glocalised world, 
through a process of innovation destined to change the para-
digms of power management on a local and global scale. 
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